How GPS Systems Protect

LAW ENFORCEMENT
and the Communities They Serve.

A law enforcement agency is the first line of protection for any
town, city or county. Officers are out on the streets every day,
preventing crime and helping build and preserve a safer community.
At its best, law enforcement is tremendously rewarding. At its
worst, it can be incredibly dangerous. That’s why safety is always
paramount. Protecting law enforcement officers protects your
citizens – it’s that simple.
But with budgets shrinking every year, it can become more and
more difficult to keep your officers safe. Thankfully, every safety
measure doesn’t have to be costly – or even visible to the
layman. GPS tracking systems are one defense measure that can
be utilized to help protect officers while offering a number of
additional benefits, including major cost savings.
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Positional tracking: Never lost, never alone

Quite simply, GPS technology can save an officer’s life. When something goes
wrong on the beat, every second counts, and being able to quickly understand
the location of your vehicles, including mileage from a specific location, can
make all the difference.
Synovia systems have a few unique safeguards that help keep officers in touch with help in
emergency situations. For example, our GPS devices come with an emergency button that allows
an officer to quickly and easily call for help with a single touch.
Our GPS tracking devices automatically increase in precision when an emergency vehicle’s light
bar is activated, sending location data every 10 seconds rather than the usual 30 seconds. When
the action heats up, it’s even more crucial to know exactly what’s going on. Whether it’s a
high-speed chase or a routine traffic stop, granular position tracking keeps things simple.
It’s even great for departments in rural areas, including park rangers and others who end up
isolated on a regular basis. Not only can a GPS system help an officer if he or she becomes lost,
they can enhance safety by preserving a constant link between officer and headquarters.
GPS solutions are good for the everyday citizen as well. With precise knowledge of cars’ locations,
the closest officer can be called on to respond to a situation that would take another officer
several minutes to reach. When you’re the victim of a crime, that can be critical, especially if
the crime is still in progress and you’re still in danger.

Crime mapping: Know where you’re needed

It’s simply a fact of life that some neighborhoods are more dangerous than
others, and crime can concentrate in certain areas. Your officers are already
spread thin and can’t be everywhere at the same time, and a police presence
is needed in the most dangerous trouble spots. To make matters more
complicated, crime doesn’t rest, and it’s ever-changing. Guesswork or relying
on old assumptions won’t get the job done.
With GPS tracking, law enforcement agencies can build an accurate map of where they’re
responding to the most calls over a period of time, and use that to inform future planning.
If there’s a three-block area with a particularly high frequency of arrests, you can increase the
number of daily patrols in that area with the objective of preventing crime before it happens.
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What’s more, if a citizen calls to complain that his street hasn’t been patrolled in days, you’ll have
the information necessary to validate or dismiss his claim because you’ll know if and when one of
your vehicles visited a particular area.
GPS technology can help your department ensure that resources are being used in the best way
possible, and that your community is getting the right protection in the right places. Cities that
have used crime mapping have seen drastic decreases in crime, not to mention funds spent on
housing, transporting and managing inmates. Your community could be next.

Protecting vehicles: Stop problems before they start

Officers on the street help make communities safer. But if your force
doesn’t have the means to patrol properly because their vehicles are in a
state of disrepair, officers can’t do their jobs, which leaves neighborhoods
vulnerable. Synovia Solutions GPS technology allows you to track vehicle
engine diagnostics from a single location, making it easier to stay on top
maintenance and repairs.
The best way to ensure that your vehicles don’t end up costing you thousands in repair bills is to
perform preventative maintenance on a regular basis, or when a problem first appears. A GPS
device can be connected to the engine of a vehicle to perform diagnostics and pick up fault codes,
delivering you with an early warning when a breakdown is imminent.
The fact is, your fleet is an investment. And when cars are inactive, they represent an investment
with a very poor return. Time-consuming repairs are the biggest source of damaging downtime.
With detailed engine diagnostic data, maintenance can be done before a situation becomes
critical, helping to keep your vehicles out on the streets where they belong.

Increasing efficiency: Make every dollar count

Your budget isn’t a sure thing – it can shrink with little notice, leaving your
department in a bind. That’s why it’s important to try to save money
where you can, while still providing the exceptional service to your community. Concentrating on efficiency is a critical part of success in today’s
environment, and GPS tracking is a potent tool that can act in your favor.
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The information you get from your vehicles will help you to monitor driving habits and vehicle
usage, telling you whether vehicles are being driven recklessly, at excessive speeds, or sitting idle
for lengthy periods of time. Information like this allows you to determine when fuel is being
wasted and whether undue wear and tear are being put on your engines.
All of these benefits combine to cut costs significantly for any department that commits
to GPS tracking. Whether allocating resources more efficiently or saving vehicles from costly
maintenance, you’ll save money and while minimizing your impact on the environment.
Because money saved can easily be put to good use protecting your officers and the community.

Be good to your officers, your community and your budget

Law enforcement is the first – and sometimes only – safety net that a community has. But
shrinking budgets can make it tough to do what’s needed. Synovia Solutions GPS systems have
everything you need to work smarter and help your force seem bigger than it really is, all while
improving officer safety.
SYNOVIA SOLUTIONS
Synovia Solutions is a trusted provider of leading-edge GPS tracking systems engineered to
optimize fleet performance. Synovia Solutions GPS technology is designed to help fleets both
large and small increase cost savings, improve overall safety and enhance customer service
through innovative, easy-to-use tracking tools. To learn more, visit www.SynoviaSolutions.com.
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